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Abstract: This paper presents a system for participatory appraisal and idea generation by a school’s
users to enable interdisciplinary collaboration between educators and architects, producing school
designs appropriate to the needs of the school at the time and into the future. Our uses of this system
in two contrasting educational settings in England and in Uruguay are described. We show how the
visual-spatial activities supported the educators to consider education in spatial terms, build a shared
understanding and produce representations that could be used to convey ideas to architects and
designers. Given that participation and cross-disciplinary collaboration in school design is known
to be challenging, but vital, we consider the features of our approach that enabled its success and
make it viable on each and every occasion of school design or redesign. Further, addressing the
critiques of attempted international transfer of architectural designs, educational policies, practices
and buildings, we argue that our system avoids these problems through seeking to transfer not a
project but the means to enable participation in a project.
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1. Introduction
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In our increasingly connected world, the transfer of knowledge, understanding and
ideas seems to promise effectiveness and efficiency. However, research into school design,
and to differing extents within the underpinning disciplines of education and architecture,
demonstrate the evident disadvantages of uncritical transfer of policies, designs, and
buildings. In this introductory section, we first discuss these issues, within and across
architecture and education. Following this and responding to the problems we outline of an
over-emphasis on generalized approaches to particular situations, we briefly consider the
challenges of participatory approaches to designing tailored solutions. This is particularly
applied to any attempt to involve educational practitioners in meaningful collaboration
with architects and designers to produce school spaces that support the practices and values
of that specific school community, currently and into the future. In Sections 2 and 3 of the
paper, we present our contribution of a system for developing shared understandings of
pedagogical and spatial needs and possibilities to inform a school design process, together
with the two contrasting cultural contexts in which we have used it. Finally, in discussing
its performance and apparent success, we examine the aspects of our contribution that
enable it to travel, as well as to withstand the challenges of participation that we identify.
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1.1. Troubles with Transfer
1.1.1. Architecture
The transfer of knowledge or ideas in architecture and design is common practice [1].
The idea of precedent has been used in design, and it is seen by designers as an important
part of their knowledge upon which they are able to draw in a ‘designerly’ way [2]. A key
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design characteristic of precedents is the fact that they can demonstrate different ways of
doing things in design. Throughout the history of professional design such knowledge has
played an important role.
At times, however transferring knowledge between nations and regions within the
architectural arena has shown faults. For example, the case of the Modern Movement
in architecture during 1950s and 1960s and its implementation in different contexts and
cultures. One of the central objectives of this style of architecture was to meet the need
for public housing during the post-war era. Following design precepts of modernist
architect Le Corbusier in Europe, several public housing projects in the United States were
built in a stripped-down modernist style. Several authors suggest that the insensitivity
of the modernist design to the needs of residents and the incompatibility between highrise housing solutions and social housing were to blame for the decline of these type of
projects in this country. An emblematic example of this was the Pruitt-Igoe development in
Missouri, United States, that since its demolition has remained as a symbol of the failure of
the Modern Movement [3].
From a construction point of view, transfer of ideas has also experienced drawbacks.
For example, materials and finishes developed in United States, such as the ‘curtain wall’,
were used in the 1950s in regions of Latin-America with no real consideration for the local
climate and a lack of technology to manufacture the product [4]. As one architect stated
‘The region was not technologically ready to take on the curtain wall’. Eager to exhibit
the building’s operating mechanisms, especially the bearing structure, local architects
used alternative finishes to resemble the curtain wall solution, that ended up being not fit
for purpose.
Considering the architecture of education, school buildings, wherever constructed,
generally mirror contemporary architecture rather than educational imaginaries, often
leading to the reproduction of the industrial model of classrooms. This indicates little
recognition of the significance of context for any particular school. Some notable exceptions
to this are Reggio Emilio, Montessori and Dewey, where the designs are derived from
particular educational philosophies [5–7].
An emergent theme is the significance of the design process [8,9]. Whyte and Cardellino [10]
analyzed the role of visual representations in school design. Overall, the study tracked
the political, cultural, and aesthetic judgments made around visual representations within
the English Building Schools for the Future (BSF) programme (2003–2010). The conclusion
highlights the significant role architects play in developing discourses and images associated with school design. There are pressures that exert an influence on the design—visual
representations are used to show the desired outputs, convey precedents and exemplars,
and develop the professional attitudes and approaches through professional activities. The
visual representations circulate design ideas across context and enroll stakeholders into a
broad set of ideals. This circulation and enrolment can be both intended and unintended,
for example as elements of the user brief become quite literally interpreted in an architect’s
bid; or through different interpretations of the images shown as precedents and exemplars.
1.1.2. Education
In some contrast to the perspective from architecture, history and more recent experience within education demonstrate the flaws in transferring ideas between nations and
cultures to influence policy or practice. Scholars who practice cross-national comparisons
within education, and in social science more generally, have long engaged in nuanced and
careful discussion about exactly how studies of social phenomena across cultures should be
conducted and understood [11]. Alexander’s immensely detailed study of primary schooling across a number of contrasting national contexts [12] is similarly careful to delineate
the conclusions that should be drawn or the uses to which his research can be put:
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Though there are undoubted cross-cultural continuities and indeed universals in educational thinking and practice, no decision or action which one observes in a particular
classroom, and no educational policy, can be properly understood except by reference to
the web of inherited ideas and values, habits and customs, institutions and world views
which make one country, or one region, or one group, distinct from another. ([12], p. 5)
Yet, historically policies, curricula, and sometimes whole educational systems have
been transferred, typically from more economically and politically powerful nations to
those they colonized [13], and this trend continues in, for example, moves towards a
‘learner centred’ approach to schooling in sub-Saharan Africa in the 1990s [14] and recent
curriculum reform attempts in Saudi Arabia mathematics education [15]. The popularity
of international education league tables, based on assessments such as the Programme
for International Student Assessment (PISA), Trends in International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMSS) and Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS), can
particularly encourage simplistic comparisons between culturally very distinct systems
and attempted adoptions of aspects of practice or policy, as governments seek to emulate
the approaches of countries that are successful [16,17].
To illustrate how this phenomenon occurs, and the consequences of ‘borrowing’ [18],
we turn to a recent example in the UK educational context. This is the drive to adopt
a so-called ‘mastery’ approach to primary mathematics since this approach is seen as
underpinning the success of Shanghai and Singapore in the international league tables.
Clapham and Vickers are critical of how the challenges of ‘implementing and internalising
borrowed policy’, that conflicts quite explicitly with many aspects of existing educational
organisation and practice, are passed down from policy-makers, who do not appreciate
the complexity, to practitioners who are not positioned to enact the ‘root-and-branch
reorientation of systems and practices’ ([18], p. 802).
Relating to school architecture, specifically, there is similarly a suspicion of ill-judged
attempted transfer, nonetheless combined with continued attempts to reproduce design
ideas across the globe. Historically, a determination to build schools appropriate for the
local culture and climate is discussed in Uduku’s presentation of the Nigerian ‘Unity
Schools’ [19], as well as the lingering influence of missionary provision on assumptions
about the necessity of physical space and material accommodation for technology subjects.
More recently, Wood found school principals of new builds in England explaining
design decisions by referring to “Australia and Scandinavia” or “Australia and America”,
leading him to remark that buildings, despite their physical stability, have a ‘surprising
capacity for travel’ ([20], p. 476). He explains this tendency through noting the ‘seductive’
representations of buildings in plans and photographs which are easily transported, reflecting our discussion of visual representations in architecture in the previous section. Wood’s
central argument, however, paralleling the critique of curricular transfer, is that importation
of a school design developed elsewhere for particular cultural and historical reasons will
produce contradictions and mismatches. Although the desire to take systems, practices and
indeed buildings that produce success in a specific context and generalize across contexts
continues to be attractive, there is plenty of warning in education of the problems that
ensue at various scales, from between school influences to international borrowing.
1.2. Perils of Participation
If searching for general solutions and standardised designs to apply to school construction is problematic, as the above consideration of international transfer suggests, we
need then to consider how we design for local needs. An impetus for rejecting attempted
generalisation in school design is also to be found in recent research of the impact of space
on learning. This body of evidence shows that, once basic environmental comfort levels
have been achieved, the success of a spatial design will be mainly determined by how well
it accommodates the activities of the occupying school community and aligns with the
values and ethos that underpin those educational practices [21–23].
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The means to achieve this fit of design and use which is usually suggested within this
literature is the participation of school users in the planning and designing process [9,24,25].
However, while examples exist of successful collaboration of school communities with
architects and designers [26–28] there is also plentiful description and discussion of the
challenges of participation, and of the failed school designs where participation in the
design process does not occur or is not successful [22,29]. Here it is just necessary to briefly
mention these acknowledged challenges of participation, which center on finding the
time to collaborate and to plan, both towards the design and for any changes to practice
that will be required to make the new design work [25,30,31]. Professional development
opportunities to enable teachers to understand and use their spaces more effectively are
also suggested [32,33] as is the use of relevant external expertise, in the form of facilitators
to guide the participatory process [34]. An overarching issue is the apparent necessity of
enacting this collaborative engagement with school space within each and every school
community where change, rebuilding or redesigning is attempted [28] (pp. 398–399), with
the considerable demands on people’s time and energy that this brings, as well as the
financial implications of this commitment.
2. Materials and Methods: Our System
Our system was developed to support a school community to review their school
premises, considering the suitability of the building for their current practices and also
thinking about new possibilities for the design and use of their space. Fundamental to
the approach is the understanding, not surprising to architects and now quite established
within research of educational space, that the design and use of the space are inevitably
interlinked (see e.g., [35,36]). Thus, the totality of the learning environment experienced by
students is produced by the mix of material, social and organizational elements that the
school provides; central to the success of this environment is the alignment between these
different aspects [23,25].
The system we present and discuss here is intended to support a review involving
many different people, which could include students and staff with a range of teaching,
leadership, and other roles, so needs to accommodate a diverse range of background interests and knowledge to ensure that many views are fully represented and can contribute
to proposed solutions. It is based on a series of activities where participants work with
visual-spatial materials, producing items that can then be used to mediate conversations
about specific aspects of their existing premises and provoke discussions about physical
spaces and educational activities. The use of visual materials and products that are literally
on the table for all participants to see, discuss and contribute to, facilitates the development
of a collective understanding, which is important in the context of developing a single
school environment. These activities draw on understandings and practices that have developed in social science where approaches broadly defined as ‘visual methods’ have been
found to support engagement with participants, provide them with more opportunities to
influence a process and enable them to convey ideas that might be difficult to articulate,
as well as bringing to light different information from investigations relying on words
alone [37–39]. Two of the three activities have been used as part of consultations with
school communities about their educational environment [29,40,41] and all three activities
share features with approaches that have been proposed and developed to the exploration
of users’ experiences of school space [24,42].
In planning the progression through the activities, we accepted that users of a space
will first want to consider their existing environment, but we wanted to move them beyond
the salience of the current space and its use to consider alternatives. Therefore, we began
with an activity to share users’ experiences of their existing school space, then we used
an activity with photographs of learning spaces to open discussion about the relationship
between learning and space, before moving onto an activity focused on designing solutions
to problems identified within the existing premises.
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3.2. In Uruguay
Uruguay’s education system can be described as traditional and centralized. Decisions
are taken at a central level by the National Public Education Administration (ANEP), the
organization responsible for formulating and implementing policies in school education.
Curricula for all schools are defined at this central level and there is little scope for public
or private schools to exercise autonomy. However, private schools have certain freedom
on decisions about their physical learning environments, though following the ‘private
schools building regulations’ [47].
In this context, in 2018 the headteacher of a local private school in Uruguay approached
the research team at the Faculty of Architecture, University ORT for advice on the design of
a new building for the school. The plan was to build a new preschool to replace the existing
one located in the original building from 1950 situated in a mid-to high-income area in the
city of Montevideo. At this time the school had 900 students on roll between the ages of 3
and 18 years old, including preschool, primary and secondary levels mainly organized into
three classes of approximately 30 children per year group. The new preschool would be
designed to host up to 300 students aged 3 to 5 years old.
The intention with the design of the new preschool was, according to the school
board’s vision, to create an open and inspiring environment for preschool children making
the most flexible use of the spaces. Directly linked to the educational vision to introduce
progressive pedagogical ideas, the idea was to push for pedagogical change through the
design of an innovative learning environment.
Firstly, a meeting was held with the preschool coordinator, teachers, and teacher
assistants where the pedagogical change proposal for the preschool was presented as
well as the need to support it with a new building that would sustain the change. The
participants were very positive and interested in the change proposal. Aspects related to the
daily use of spaces, positive and negative aspects of the existing building and possibilities
for the new space were discussed. During the meeting, photos and videos were shown
that served to exemplify different types of spaces, in addition to encouraging educators to
think outside the box.
Secondly, a walkthrough of the existing building was carried out with observations of
the use of the different spaces in the existing building by teachers and students and informal
talks with several teachers and teacher assistants. These were documented through photos
taken during the visit. During this visit issues with the length and dullness of corridors,
the layout of the classroom spaces and the location and level of noise in the dining area
were discussed.
Finally, a half day workshop to facilitate collaborative activities was held with teachers,
educational specialists, and teacher assistants. The 18 participants each produced a map
of their movements on a typical day (see Figure 5 for an example). Written comments
showed appreciation for the outdoor area and the psychomotricity room. However, access
to the outdoor area was highlighted as problematic as it overlaps with the entrance to the
toilets. The distances between classrooms and the gym area were considered too long and
interfering with the school entrance. The dining areas was marked as noisy and difficult to
access. In groups, educators worked in diamond ranking nine photographs of learning
spaces that were then displayed amongst the rest of the groups for discussion (Figure 6).
These photographs showed examples of spaces for younger aged children reflecting (or
challenging) local norms and cultures. During this stage, six diamond rankings were
produced. The teaching spaces that were most liked tended to be the teaching spaces in
open areas with nooks and niches and with movable furniture, while the enclosed classroom
photo was ranked last. The same groups had to then work with two propositions on what
to do in the new space to create a collage of the needs and the solutions, making sure that
the ‘Why’, ‘Effect’ and ‘Next Steps’ were answered. Six collages were produced during the
last activity (Figure 7). The propositions that had more collages stated the need to open the
space and do more group teaching. Though the comments in the collages also indicate the
need for teacher training and work in collaboration.
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UK context, and used initially in a primary school in northeast England, was also successful
in a nursery setting in Uruguay is significant. Therefore, we will first consider the reasons
for the success of our system in facilitating collaboration in the design of educational space
in these two contexts before proposing some suggestions for how it was able to overcome
the challenges of travel between them.
A fundamental reason why attempts at widening participation in planning the design
and use of school space falter is the time such engagement and interactions require. Our
system is quite quickly worked through since the activities can be completed comprehensively in a single session of 2–3 h. Additional time is required around the session to prepare
the materials, informed by understanding of the context, and then to understand the resulting artefacts, in light of the conversations and discussions witnessed on the day. These
associated actions, however, do not require more time from the professional educators and
architects who are central to the collaboration, as long as the facilitator(s) of the workshop is
independent of these groups. Such independence would be preferable, we argue, and this
requirement for an external facilitator is indeed recommended for successful participatory
design [34].
A strength of our system is that particular expertise, in either architecture and design
or in education, is not required of the facilitator since the materials and activities convey
some ideas and, more importantly, enable the professionals to draw on their own expertise.
The mapping supports the educationalists to see their setting in spatial terms, while the
images for the diamond rank and collages provide new ideas for furniture, layout and use
of space. Thus, the process enabled the school staff to think visio-spatially about education,
both in terms of their own practices and regarding possibilities for change. Meanwhile,
the visual results of the workshops helped with conveying and sharing ideas, within the
schools and beyond. In Uruguay, the architects appreciated the production of something
they could translate into space, while, in England, it was observed that the teachers had
more confidence to engage with the initial plans drawn up by the LA architect. The visual
elements can be seen as a common language that can ease communication between designer
and educator. It also helps with the travel of ideas since the different languages (Spanish
and English in this cases) do not add to the difficulty of knowledge transfer, for example
misinterpretations of educational or design ideas.
It appears that professionals are enabled to connect their knowledge across the disciplinary divide between education and architecture. The teachers feel that their voices
have been heard, and therefore can have more certainty on what to expect as the end result.
Their participation also contributes to the professional development of teachers that is
advised to support their use of new, innovative spaces [32] and in order, more generally, to
develop their ‘environmental competence’ [33] so that ‘teachers to turn to material objects
in full knowledge of the pedagogic possibilities they open up’ ([35], p. 590).
This combination of activities that stimulate and activate existing knowledge, rather
than requiring lots of prior learning, which can be facilitated by a non-expert and that
are not excessively time-consuming, ensures that our system is manageable on each and
every occasion that a school space is proving difficult to use or a rebuilding opportunity
occurs. This practical utility is very valuable, given the need for interdisciplinary collaboration to occur each time [28] if the resulting design and use of the space is to be
successful [26], avoiding mismatches between design intentions and actual use [22,25] that
are expensive [48] as well as frustrating.
Some of the observations about the reasons for the success of our system are suggestive
of why it was also able to travel, supporting collaborations over the design of educational
space in two very different contexts. Essentially, its success is based on the fact that it is
not educational or architectural ideas, policies or practices, that are being transferred, but
instead the means for generating local ideas based on local knowledge. Rather than trying
to transfer a project, we transferred the tool to enable participation in the project. This is
a powerful approach, addressing the concerns discussed above about uncritical transfer
of practices, curricula, and school buildings between differing contexts [16–18,20]. More
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generally, it also takes seriously the challenge outlined by Thomson and Hall for education
research of managing the general and the specific, given that, ‘There are things about
schools which are the same, just as there are things about all of them that are distinctive’
([49], p. 7, italics in the original).
Finally, it is worth noting that in supporting our educator participants to produce
their own visual representations of educational activities occurring in re-imagined physical
spaces with chosen material resources, which can be shared and discussed, we are countering the tendency so critiqued by Wood [20] for school leaders to seize on ‘seductive’ visual
representations of settings for educational cultures and activities quite at odds with their
own. The images that are provided to the participants can be chosen so that they are appropriate to their social, cultural and pedagogical assumptions, but while also ensuring there
is a range for them to choose from so that they have representations of new and different
settings and materials to consider. Thus, ideas for the design and use of schools, visually
represented, will only travel internationally through being discussed and reinterpreted, by
local architects and educators, rather than imposed on systems where they do not fit.
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